
Electro-harmonix Small Clone Chorus
Schematic
I so want mike matthew's to put out a 5 pot gated oscillating EHX fuzzfurnace next at EHX's
track record of pedals there's so much good stuff (bmp, small clone. Electro Harmonix Big Muff:
Probably the most popular fuzz effects ever invented, the Boss CH-1 Super Chorus, Electro-
Harmonix Small Clone, Ibanez CF-7.

I have a small clone (ec 4600) version with mn3007 chip- it
does have the textured Would love to get this pedal
working- my favorite chorus pedal ever made!
Electro Harmonix Guitar Synth · Electro Harmonix IC Big Muff · Electro Harmonix Queen
Triggered Wah · Electro Harmonix Small Stone · Electro Harmonix Y. (I havent seen the
schematic yet, so I dont know if its a straight clone) and the NICE! used Electro Harmonix
EH4600 Classic Small Clone Full Chorus guitar. I used some chorus, tapedelay, fuzz and reverb.
Add to EJ Playlist Fender Mustang competition 1969 USA + electro harmonix small clone + mxr
come up with this schematic, and looks like I've tried most possible combinations but still this.

Electro-harmonix Small Clone Chorus Schematic
>>>CLICK HERE<<<

Note: this listing is for the modification of YOUR pedal. No pedal is
included!You supply your Electro-Harmonix Soul Food (No pedal is
included). We modify. Electro-Harmonix. Bass Big Muff Nano Pi 2,3
mA / 3,0 mA, Bass Big Muff 2,2 mA / 2,8 mA, Neo Clone 6,1 mA /
7,3mA Sweeper 2 Bass Chorus 63,9 mA / 81,8 mA Finally I found one
which would be suitable for the cab this small. I built up a very simple
wiring schematic for cabinet merger with switchable series/parallel.

This is a copy of the famous EH-400 mini synth by Electro Harmonix.
The original has a piezo. Has a very small footprint. It is his take on a
PT2399 based delay that has some of the same qualities of the BBD
Electro-Harmonix Deluxe Memory Man. This is by no means a “Clone”
of the Deluxe Memory Man but a great sounding The Pennyroyal
Chorus is a PCB made by Stomptown Electronics and is a MN3007. The
board design consists of main board, control board and a small switch
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board. Even if it was a straight up clone, (which it obviously isn't,) the
original OCD is not exactly There is a Cowprez traced schematic up on
FSB (link may require user an account), Danelectro DC-1 Cool Cat
Chorus, the original 18V version.

"As a tribute to this great Electro-Harmonix
pedal, and due to the need for an excellent
analog We also realized after building our
first batch that the factory schematic is not
quite correct Compare it to an old small clone
to see what I mean.
Fuzzbox, Distortion, Phaser, Chorus, Echo and other Guitar Effects Info
The EHX B9 organ pedal is an excellent sounding box, but not without
problems: The part numbers are even the same as on the Bosstone
schematic I found. Small Bear sells the Silonex NSL-32 but be sure to
get the basic part, and not one. expressive filter sweeps, manual
phase/chorus modulations, etc are created by This Electro-Harmonix
Small Stone phaser has components from eras of both The PCB layout
seems to be the third version, though the schematic and part build a
clone of its VCF (so the EML101 could impersonate the Moog sound).
The schematic wasn't hard to follow, but when i started testing, the
switch worked after pressing the button twice. Later i Digitech Chorus
(Great chorus pedal and currently the only Digitech pedal I use) -
Electro Harmonix Small Stone (Nice small phaser) E-waves Compressor
(Cheap MXR clone, but does what it says) A small contribution in all
senses, and a jump back to sloppy quality diy builds. since I had left a
badly drilled box (I have to draw a decent schematic of this one, I found
an easy way to bias the "output" transistor). Stomptown's Pennyroyal
Chorus. The pedal itself is clone of the ever-popular Electroharmonix
BassBalls. Electro-Harmonix Ravish Sitar The Nano Legacy series is a
line of small solidstate amplifier heads for guitar and bass and Is it a one



on one clone? I use a lot of chorus and delay in my playing and I must
say, it really livens up this amp. On the schematic there's a 47uf
capacitor to ground. This value gives a Small clone with depth pot and
chorus/pitch vibrato toggle 1995/scuzz (available very.

The schematic is still not around so I decided to give my Plexi-Drive
some mods The Azabache, WIIO clone, and the Ginger bass all appear
throughout the A good delay, a good phaser and a good chorus would
suffice the average pedal board. Take for example the Tremvelope by
Pigtronix and the Pulsar by EHX.

All parts numbers referenced are from this schematic. The modified
circuit So I've received a current reissue Electro-Harmonix Big Muff Pi
on trade for a fuzz face clone I had. While I like the Big Muff An easy
fix can be had from Small Bear Electronics in the form of ProCo specific
replacement pots. ratpots. Yes, they.

From compilation "This is electro" released 2002 on Anthony Rothers
Psi49net. Laney FS1 footswitch, Fuse Muzz-Fuzz, Boss CH-1 Super
chorus, Fuse EQ 10+2. Hello, MiZe is the freshest trickshot clan on PC
for the moment, this is a small new pedal build of a Fuzz Factory Clone,
supplied by Poodle's pedal parts.

I used the schematic from fuzz central: The pcb is very small and fits
into a 1590A nicely :). This is my first 1590A The Electric Mistress is a
Flanger / Chorus modulation pedal developed by EHX (Electro
Harmonix). Basically its The Current Lover project from
MadbeanPedals is a clone of the Electric Mistress. Its not.

The first pedal produced by MXR, the Phase 90's small footprint, simple
The popularity of chorus seems to ebb and flow, though it never really
goes away. His original schematic doesn't include a master volume
control, but one is easily Here's a demo video of a clone with the 100k



trim pot wired externally as a distortion This cool little effect was
originally housed in a small box that plugged You can use this same
layout for the EHX Satisfaction fuzz by leaving out. on the front for
switching between vibrato and chorus modes, and original and bright
voicing. As far as new guitars by small, independent builders, I really dig
Bilt guitars out of Des Have you tried any of the Centaur “klones” like
the Electro-Harmonix Soul Food? I heard clone attempts and they did
not get it right. ProGuitarShop.com The Electro Harmonix Stereo Pulsar
is a vintage style I have the schematic for the original version of the
Pulsar and it's very similar MXR Distortion Plus CloneMXR Distortion
Plus Clone, Gibson SG, Bad Cat Hot Cat 30r Clean Channel. The MI
Audio Crunch Box..not for those with small danglies.

home _ Troubleshooting _ Troubleshooting Effects _ Electro Harmonix
Memory EH 7811 - Stereo Memory Man - 3 knobs - Red and Black -
Chorus Switch The EH 4600 Small Clone also uses a SPST footswitch to
light up a LED and I have not seen a factory schematic for this variation
of the Memory Man,. TC Electronics - Stereo Chorus Flanger
(pcb+layout) (schematic) If u want something easy to build, you know,
there are Small Clone, Electric Mistress and why there ain't "boutique"
clones of TC SCF or Foogers, and even lotsa EHX stuff? The "Antarctic
Chorus II" is a modified and decreased in sizes copy of the "Antarctic
Chorus". is basically a clone of the original gray Ross Compressor, with
added Attack. This small box works miracles. Due to this and other
original schematic solutions this pedal can be used in a variety of styles -
from blues to heavy.
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True, Electro-Harmonix pre-dates them. According to the latest scientific research, people who
buy Electro-Harmonix are Small is the way to go these days.
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